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GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2020 | VOLUME #02 

March 20, 2020 | Leading Australian furniture brand GlobeWest presents Collections 2020 Volume 
#02. Three entirely new collections and 180+ new products designed to inspire Australians and 
the beautiful spaces that surround them.  

“This Volume #02 capsule has comfort, calm and positivity at its’ core and we hope our customers 
can see and feel that through its’ forms, textures, materials and finishes. These concepts have never 
had more significance than they do right now,” Says Keti Lytras, GlobeWest Head of Creative. 

As a new era of ‘staying in’ arises, a more relaxed, realistic interior emerges. Cues from country and 
coastal living deliver a sense of retreat and are evident in slouchy sofas and pillowy silhouettes.  

Artisan craftsmanship, hand-carved detail, and repurposed materials meet a growing desire for 
authenticity and slower, more purposeful consumption. Oceanic tones and natural textures 
embodying our landscape bring a natural connection home.  

A calming softness and fluidity that gently aids togetherness is delivered through arches, circular 
silhouettes and bold spherical forms.  

“We’re also excited to bring new brand Tolv into our complementary International Brand offering, 
together with new additions from Gus* (Canada), Sketch (Scandinavia), Natadora (Scandinavia) & 
Ethnicraft (Belgium).” Explains Keti.    
 

NEW COLLECTIONS 

Sink into ultra-cushioned comfort and retreat with Cove. 1 seater, 2 seater & 3 seater components 
upholstered in soft linen and finished with raw, external seam detailing invite you to relax and 
recharge. 

Marley’s countrified textured panel detailing, and spherical timber feet add a quirky contemporary 
edge. Buffet, entertainment unit and bedside tables are available in midnight or natural oak. 

Take time for life’s little moments with Tolv. 28 living, dining and occasional furniture models are 
included in Collections 2020 Volume 02, bringing added sophistication through thoughtful design, 
beautiful timber finishes and luxurious colours including dark teal velvet and soft nude fabrics.   

 

GLOBEWEST ADDITION HIGHLIGHTS 

For coastal aesthetics, the Arlo coffee and side table features arched legs forming the silhouette of 
a sunrise, while new additions to designer favourite Tully include an open bedside and side table 
with handcrafted panel detailing in ebony and natural teak. 

For the Contemporary home, popular terrazzo table range Bondi invites a fresh, grey sand mix in a 
console, coffee table & side table.  

The Benjamin Ripple Oval dining table is both striking and sculptural on two solid cylindrical legs 
with vertical rib detailing.  

New Elle Block Marble Plinth commands attention in brown vein, black or white marble as does the 
Elle block oval coffee table in black or white marble.  
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Add a touch of contemporary style with Cue dining chairs & barstools or vintage charm with the 
Dane velvet dining chairs and Albie occasional chairs. The Arnold barstool provides family-friendly 
durability with an easy-clean, leather-like PU finish.  

Exotic and eye-catching, Zahra is the perfect addition to the eclectic interior. A dabbled bone-inlay 
pattern and brass accents combine tribal allure with an elegant edge.  A beautiful storage unit, 
bedside table, coffee and side table complete the range.  

Carved hexagonal and parquetry style panels feature in new Finsbury models whilst Theodore 
welcomes glamourous new buffets.  

INTERNATIONAL BRAND ADDITIONS 

In addition to Tolv’s debut, new pieces from Nataora, Sketch and Ethnicraft have been added to 
GlobeWest’s diverse offering as part of the Volume 2 release. 

Canadian-based industrial design house Gus* Modern introduces the Circuit Modular Series 
available in a soft boucle or osprey fabric whilst an attractive interplay of curves, pattern and 
reflection is evident in the Gus* Compass Coffee Table. Sustainably designed and made, select 
Gus* sofas feature FSC timber frames whilst sofa cushions are filled with a revolutionary blend of 
recycled PET bottles.  

- Ends   -  

 

GlobeWest Collections 2020 | Volume #02 Includes  

3 New Collections and 180+ New Products 

View the highlight Video: https://www.globewest.com.au/collections-2020-vol-02-video 

Browse the complete collection: Our comphresenvive range includes over 100 collections and 
2500+ products www.globewest.com.au/browse/collections   

GlobeWest’s Collections 2020 speaks to all interior and design needs: 

CONTEMPORARY | MODERN | CLASSIC | ECLECTIC | RETREAT  

GlobeWest is available via boutique retailers and design professionals nationally. 

Interviews: Available on request with GlobeWest’s Co-founder, Stephen Mendel & Head of 
Creative, Keti Lytras. 
Images:  
To enquire about imagery, please contact Id Collective.  

New imagery will be regularly added to https://www.pressloft.com/app/press-office/globewest  
throughout the year.  

Media Enquiries:  
GlobeWest 
Sian Salmon 
sians@globewest.com.au  
(03) 9518 1653  
 

Showrooms  
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, 
Auckland  
Website: globewest.com.au 
Instagram: @globewest 
Facebook: /globewestfurniture 

https://www.globewest.com.au/collections-2020-vol-02-video
http://www.globewest.com.au/browse/collections
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